In this article we present the method of determining the tip-sample distance using advanced data processing of scanning field's optical picture. This feature can reduce both: the approach process time and the risk of damaging the tip or the sample. Experimental results will be also presented.
Introduction
Atomic force microscopy is one of the diagnostic techniques, which offers sub-micron resolution in both: lateral and vertical scales. It is possible due to observation of sophisticated interactions between the scanning tip and the surface. The tip which is developed using micromechanical processes, has typically the apex diameter in the range of 1-30 nm. Therefore one can easily assume that such object is very fragile. It is essential that the tip should maintain its shape as long as possible in order to provide the best quality measurements results. The shape of the apex radius of the tip determines the way the sample is visualized, therefore this issue is one of important fields of the investigations [1] [2] [3] . It is known that before the sample is scanned, the tip must approach the surface and this process in one of most critical procedures in terms of risk of damaging the tip and the sample [4] . One desires to perform this process quickly in order to save the time and increase the throughput of the instrument. On the other hand, the approach should be performed carefully and slowly in order to avoid accidentally hitting the tip against the surface. Therefore the compromise must be achieved. The instruments are developed to provide safe approach automatically, however one can still see that available methods cannot guarantee really safe approach if the distance of hundreds of micrometers should be reduced within tens of seconds. Presented solution can make easier the coarse approach procedure to the distance of few micrometers, and eventually, slow approach can be started automatically. * corresponding author; e-mail: sikora@iel.wroc.pl
The method
The method we proposed in this article uses CCD camera data processing. Such device together with an objective provides mostly the top-view of the scanning field as well as the cantilever. This is used for: alignment of the laser beam on the cantilever, positioning the tip in the area of interest and manual tip-sample distance reduction, which is far from being precise and reliable. By processing the video data we are able to determine if the object (the cantilever or surface) is in focal length of the objective. By raising or lowering the camera and finding two heights of its placement, where the cantilever and the surface are in focal length, we are able to calculate the distance between them. It should be mentioned that some commercially available systems offer such feature, however the evaluation if the object is in focal plane is made by the operator, which cannot provide high accuracy. The data processing we applied is performed as follows: 2-dimensional fast Fourier transformate (2D FFT), high-pass filtering, inverted fast Fourier transformate (IFFT) [5] , measurement of the signal power histogram and finally, measurement of the peak's width on the histogram. The obtained value "F" correlates to the certain object imaging quality in terms of focus setting [6, 7] . The window size of high-pass filter determines the quality of focus detection.
The setup
The tests were performed using the Innova system from Veeco Co. This instrument contains the CCD camera with 10× objective and PAL signal output. In order to process the signal, the frame-grabber PCI-1408 extension card from National Instruments was used.
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A. Sikora, Ł. Bednarz The signal was processed using program developed in LabView environment. This tool has a large library of video data processing modules [8] [9] [10] which are useful in wide spectra of applications in scientific [11] [12] [13] and industry field [14] . The algorithm is presented in Fig. 1 and the program screenshot, in Fig. 2 . The focus of the camera is controlled manually with the knob. Due to this fact, the position of the knob was detected with high-resolution digital-output inclinometer (ADIS16209 form Analog Devices). It allows to detect the rotation as small as 0.01
• . The information about the knob position was transmitted to AUDC842 (Analog Devices) microcontroller via SPI interface, converted and sent to the computer using RS232 interface. Due to ability of AFM instrument of moving the cantilever by certain distance (calibrated in micrometers), we could obtain the distance-knob rotation. After performing the calibration (calculation of the knob rotation/camera height change), we were able to measure the distance between the surface and the cantilever. 
Experimental results
The example of the measurement results is shown in Fig. 3 . The curve showing the distance -"F" value, reaches two maxima: when the cantilever and the surface are in focal length from the objective. The influence of the resolution on the result repeatability and accuracy was evaluated by performing the measurement with 160 × 120, 320 × 240 and 640 × 480 resolution and for different distances (Table) . As expected, the higher resolution allows to obtain better result, however requires more computation power. 
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Also the measurement for certain height was performed ten times. The difference was less than 2 µm, so one can consider this method as reliable and repetitive.
Conclusions and outlook
The approach procedure, if performed incorrectly can lead to damaging the tip and/or sample before starting the scanning process. This can cause serious problems with obtaining appropriate results of the measurements. We presented the method which was implemented in commercial setup without major hardware modifications, and allowed us to obtain quantitative information about the tip-sample distance before running the approach procedure. Therefore we could bring quickly the tip to distance of few µm from the surface. Such procedure reduces the time of operation significantly.
The presented method has a limitation, if transparent or semitransparent samples are considered. In such case the camera is unable to deliver a picture which would give satisfying calculation result. In many applications, however, this problem is negligible. Also mirror-like surfaces often do not reveal the features which can be useful for "F" factor calculation. In this case, however, the reflection of the cantilever can be seen in doubled distance between the tip and sample. Further development of the method can resolve this problem. Using advanced algorithms with shape recognition can make the procedure more autonomous. Also implementing the stepper, in order to provide constant speed of the camera movement, will increase the accuracy. The application of presented solution can be particularly useful if extremely fragile tips are used (super sharp or nanotube-based tips).
